
 

Georgia-Armenia 
10 days 

 
Day 1/ Arrival   
Arrive Tbilisi International Airport. Meet driver and drive to the hotel (0, 25 min). Check-in.  
 
Day 2/Tbilisi  
Sightseeing tour of Tbilisi including: Metekhi 
church (12th-13th cc) - cross cupola church, part 
of the Royal residential complex; Sulphur baths - 
favourite place of Tbilisi citizens and foreign 
guests; View of Narikala Fortress - the 4th c main 
citadel of the city, which overlooks the oldest part 
of Tbilisi. During centuries Narikala was 
considered the best strategic point and every 
ruler local or invader was adding some new 
construction to previous fortification; Bakery in 
old part of the town. Visit State Museum of 
Georgia.  
Overnight in Tbilisi. 
 
Day 3 / Tbilisi –Bodbe-Sighnaghi - Tsinandali-Tbilisi 

After breakfast departure to Eastern Georgian 
province-Kakheti. This province is known as a 
birthplace of wine and cradle of viniculture. 
Visit Bodbe Nunnery (XIX c.)-burial site of St. Nino 
who brought Christianity to Georgia in IV c. 
Continue road to royal Sighnaghi-a small town 
located on a hilltop providing beautiful views of 
Alazani river valley and the Caucasus Mountain 
Range. Sighnaghi is surrounded by XVIII c. fortified 
wall - the longest one of existing fortifications in 
Georgia. 
Wine tasting at the winery in Sighnaghi. 

Explore residence of one of the most beloved and notable Georgian families- princes 
Chavchavadze. XIX c. residence of legendary figure Alexander Chavchavadze consists of summer 
home, garden and winery featuring several vintages of white vine. 
Drove back to Tbilisi. 
Overnight in Tbilisi. 
 
Day 4/ Tbilisi - Ananuri – Gudauri – Kazbegi  
Breakfast at hotel. Drive to Khevi province via Georgian Military Highway – a picturesque road 
with great nature variety mentioned by Strabo in I c. AD. En – route visit Jvari Monastery and 
Svetitskhoveli Cathedral located in the ancient capital of Georgia-Mtskheta. The whole area is 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit Ananuri Architectural complex-former residence of Dukes of 
Argveti region. Complex featuring churches and towers dating back to the XVI-XVII cc. is 
beautifully overlooking Jinvali reservoir. 
Drive through the highest point of Georgian Military Highway-Cross Pass at 2379 m. above sea 
level. En-route make a stop at the mineral water spring flowing down from a hilltop. Arrive 



 

Kazbegi – a small town with the views of Mt. 
Kazbek (or Mkinvari) 5033 m. - the seventh 
highest peak in the Caucasus Mountains. Mt. 
Kazbek is ssociated with myth of Prometheus, 
according to the legend he was chained on the 
mountain in punishment for having stolen fire 
from the gods and having given it to mortals. If 
time permits - trek (about 1 hr) to XIV c. Gergeti 
Holy Trinity Church located at an elevation of 
2170 m under Mt. Kazbegi. Picnic lunch near the 
site with the best views of the peak and lowlands.  
Overnight in Kazbegi. 
 
Day 5/ Kazbegi-Gudauri – Gori – Uplistsikhe –Tbilisi 

Breakfast at the hotel. Today the day begins by 
driving to the south. Part of the historical Silk 
Route - the main trading link connecting 
Mediterranean countries with Asia was passing 
along Mtkvari river valley. This provided 
foundation of several cities like Mtskheta, Gori, 
Uplistsikhe, Kutaisi and their development as 
trading centers. 
Visit Joseph Stalin museum in Gori featuring 
original house where he was born and his private 
coach. 
Uplistsikhe – rock-hewn town dating back to 

Hellensitic period. Uplistsikhe is located on the left bank of Mtkvari river and is notable for 
unique combination of various styles of rock-cut cultures and the co-existence of pagan and 
Christian architecture. 
Drive to Tbilisi 
Farewell dinner and overnight in Tbilisi. 
 
 
Day 6/ Tbilisi – Sadakhlo  
 After breakfast we will depart for Armenia by bus. Upon our arrival at the border crossing of 
Bagratashen, proceed through usual immigration and customs formalities and change to the 
Armenian bus. Welcome to Armenia! Upon arrival at the border crossing of Bagratashen, 
proceed through usual immigration and customs formalities and change to Armenian bus. 
Welcome to Armenia! Drive to the Haghpat Monastery, perched on the edge of the Debed 

Canyon. The monastery has UNESCO World 
Heritage status and the view alone with worth the 
visit. Built by Queen Khosrvanuch in 976, it is a 
splendid architectural monument in a spectacular 
natural setting. Also visit another UNESCO site - 
the Sanahin Monastery.  Continue to  Dilijan and 
visit Haghartsin or  Goshavank Monasteries in 
Dilijan –magnificent and beautiful ecclesiastic 
monuments which are the highlight of the 
medieval Armenian architecture. Check in at 
Dilijan Resort Hotel. Dinner and o/n.   



 

Day 7/ Dilijan-Yerevan  
Check out from the hotel and continue your Armenia trip from Dilijan to Lake Sevan. Visit the 
peninsula and spend some time exploring the wild nature and sunshine as well as visit 9th c AD 
Sevan Monastery.   Continue Armenia discovery and drive to the South of the country in the 
direction of Noravank (UNESCO World Heritage 
Site) and Khor Virap via the famous Selima Pass – 
one of the main junctions on the Great Silk Route. 
We will stop to visit the caravanserai recorded as 
best preserved of its kind, the gather place for 
travelers along the Silk Road where they could re-
supply, exchange news and information, and rest 
from their long journey.  We’ll have our lunch 
nearby the monastery of Noravank, known for its 
architecture and dramatic setting. Continue on to 
Yerevan with an optional visit to a local winery en-
route to the capital. Arrive in Yerevan; check in at the hotel. Free evening with optional dinner 
and o/n at the hotel of choice.  
 
Day 8/  Yerevan and its museums  
Sightseeing around Yerevan, Armenia’s capital. Yerevan is a diverse city with a very intense 

cultural life. There are dozens of theaters, museums, 
concert halls, galleries, and live music clubs. People 
are relaxed and go at relaxed pace. The city itself has a 
history dating back to 782 BC, and its past is as 
diverse as the present. Visit Matenadaran, the 
repository of ancient Armenian manuscripts (UNESCO 
World Heritage Sight). We shall also visit one of the 
most fascinating museums of Yerevan - the History 
Museum. Free evening for independent activities and 
optional dinner.  
 

 
Day 9/ Yerevan – Garni & Gueghard – Etchmiatsin – Yerevan   
This morning we will visit Garni Temple, the only 
survivor witness of Hellenistic period in the 
history of the country. Dedicated to the goddess 
of Sun Mihr (Mythra) it dates back to 1 c AD. We 
then continue our excursion and visit Gueghard 
Monastery (UNESCO Heritage Sight), named after 
the lance that pierced Christ’s side at the 
crucifixion. The spear was once housed there but 
now resides at Echmiatsin, where we shall head 
thereafter. Our excursion shall include the 
Cathedral of Echmiatsin, the Vatican of the Holy 
Armenian Apostolic Church, as well as Sourb (St.) 
Hripsimeh Church. Return to Yerevan.  
 
Day 10 / Departure transfer to the airport  
 


